
 

 

ATTESTATSIYA TEST 3 

 

1. He was sent to . . . prison for life. 

A) - B) the C) a D) an

2.  . . . two missing explorers have been found safe 

and sound.

A) - B) The C) These D) An

3. Muslim astronomers tested and corrected the 

observations made by ancient astronomers, 

particularly the Greek scientist Ptolemy.

A) achievments B) drawbacks C) watchings

D) components

 

4. You ............... it. I was going to do it anyway. 

A) didn't do  B) needn't have done 

C) mustn't do  D) ought to have done 

5. A little boy would rather ______. 

A) plays than studies B) play than study 

C) to play than to study D) playing than studying 

6. The incident has been witnessed by a number 

of  ______. 

A) passer-by  B) passes-bys 

C) passer-byes D) passers-by 

 

7. The traffic was moving very slowly because the 

highway _____ repaired. 

A) was being  B) had been 

C) would be   D) should have been 

 

8. Just look at him sit there all by himself. He looks 

terribly _____. 

A) happily  B) unhappily 

C) lonely  D) sadly 

 

9. Hey! What are you cooking in the kitchen? It 

smells _____. 

A) lovely B) well C) tastily D) nicely 

 

10. What a clever girl _____! 

A) you are B) is she C) are you D) isn't she 

 

11. It seems to me that they never gave a thought to 

............... future problems when the plans were being 

laid down five years ago.  

A) unbelievable  B) untrustworthy 

C) probable   D) unreasonable  

 

12. My ............... objection to neurotics is that they 

are difficult to live with.  

A) primarily B) priority C) privileged D) principal  

13. Every substance has a melting point and a boiling 

point. The former is the temperature at which it 

changes from solid to liquid. The ______ is the 

temperature at which it changes. from liquid to gas. 

A) later B) latest C) late D) latter  

 

14. You could ............ being a little bit more friendly, 

couldn't you?  

A) effort B) comfort C) support D) afford 

 

15. People become quite ............ when it comes to 

discussing the differences between the sexes.  

A) illogical B) illiterate C) illegible D) illegal  

 

16. I think it was a gross ............. to condemn her.  

A) impartiality B) injustice C) fairness D) penalty  

 

17. I resent your last remarks and certainly demand an 

apology. Sir, we're running a ............... business here! 

A) remarkable B) reciprocal C) reluctant D) 

respectable  

 

18. Both countries have declined to ______ the treaty 

on the nonproliferation of nuclear weapons, partly out 

of concern for the other's supposed intentions.  

A) praise B) assess C) avoid D) endorse  

 

19. Precautions of this sort are necessary, for it is next 

to impossible to .............. the exact nature of the 

difficulties which will confront us.  

A) forewarn B) forbid C) forsake D) foretell 

 

20. You look ............... you were expecting some bad 

news. 

A) as though B) almost C) really D) although 
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